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The WWESU Howler
ISSUE 3 - Summer Term 2017

The summer holidays are upon us, which can only mean one thing: it's ﬁnally
time to do all the exciting adventures we've been planning for months! Some of
the things we've got coming up are our Summer Camp in Scotland, two
Explorer Belts in Germany, and DofE canoeing expeditions on the River
Severn. However, our term since Easter has been equally busy, packed full of
camps and new activities to try. This third issue of our Explorer-run newsletter,
'The WWESU Howler', keeps you all up-to-date on what we've been getting up
to, so read on to ﬁnd out how 29 hours on the Isle of Wight should be spent,

what happens when 18 Explorers go on camp by themselves, and why we'll
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soon all be breaking out the spray paint...
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WATERSPORTS &
WALES
Last Easter weekend we drove up to
the Welsh Pembrokeshire coast for a
great four days of hiking, canoeing,
kayaking and coasteering. We had
a packed schedule, starting on the ﬁrst
day with a long hike, complete with
challenges at checkpoints. Some of our
Explorers led groups of Scouts out on
their ﬁrst taste of a WWESU-style hike,
while the Leaders stayed at the
checkpoints. On the second day we
split into two groups, to go surﬁng or
canoeing on the River Cleddau. The
water theme was continued on Sunday,
where we took to the seas for some
sea kayaking. However the best was
saved for the last day: coasteering! We
all had lots of fun hurling ourselves off
cliffs into the sea, and enjoying the
beautiful coastal scenery. All in all it
was deﬁnitely an adventurous
weekend, and a very enjoyable one
too!
To experience our trip for yourself,
watch the video on our YouTube
channel, or read our blog post...

A WILD WEEKEND
Our wild camping and walking weekend in Snowdonia started off on a sorrowful
tone with John’s retelling of the tragic story of Beddgelert, complete with
impressive Welsh accent of course! The actual hiking had to wait for the
morning but the campsite did provide excellent freshly made baguettes to give
us a good start. After a day's hard walking we arrived at our campsite for the
night: a patch of grass in the middle of nowhere. The evening was spent putting
up camp and appreciating an amazing sea view, before it was time for bed. The
next day was a bit more confusing, with us encountering a slight discrepancy
between the map and the real world (the path wasn’t there - useful, right?), but

we managed
to get back on track and ended the hike with the mandatory walk Translate
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into town for ice cream, before heading back to London.
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To ﬁnd out more about how we got on, read our blog post or check out the
video on our YouTube channel.

CANOEING
CONGRATULATIONS
A big well done to Marlon and Jaye
for achieving their Canoe Leader
awards back in May. They spent two
days paddling on the River Dee and
Llyn Tegid with a group of other
candidates, under the critical eye of
canoeing pro Ray Goodwin. They
were assessed on leadership,
emergency procedures, navigation
and more, passing with ﬂying
colours. At one point they had to
improvise a shelter for an
“emergency” and impressed
everyone by rigging up this tarp in no
time at all - a great display of true
Scouting skills!

29 HOURS ON THE ISLE OF WIGHT
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This summer, two teams of our plucky Explorers are taking on the Explorer Belt
Award, hiking for 10 days in Germany. In order to prep themselves for the oncoming
challenge, our team ‘Ellie & the Twirl Bites’ (it’s a long story…) decided to take on the
dangerous ﬁelds of the Isle of Wight. Armed with only our rucksacks and a Nights
Away Passport, we boarded the 8:30am train from Waterloo, and left civilisation
behind. The two days we spent there were hot. Very hot. We’re talking the classy
hiking boot tan lines kind of hot. We ploughed through our routes, admiring the many
geographical features of the coast, and managed to get to our destinations early on
both days. On the second day, having reached Yarmouth and completed our circular
route, we embarked on a (successful) mission for cream teas - a team classic - and
found a lovely little café where we enjoyed our scones before heading back to the
ferry to return home.
To ﬁnd out more about our escapades on the Isle of Wight, check out our blog post
and video! You can also keep up to date on how our Explorer Belt is getting along by
following Wild Wolf on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook, and keeping an eye out for
the hashtag #twirlbitesontour.

WATCH THE VIDEO!

CANOE PROJECT
As a Unit that does a lot of canoeing, we’ve
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wantedPast
our own
ﬂeet of canoes for a while now,
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and thanks to some generous grants we’ve been
able to realise this ambition. Over May half term
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we made a Unit trip to Kent Canoes to ﬁnalise all
the details and give our Explorers a chance to
geek out over fancy canoeing kit. Our shiny trailer
was later purchased and is now in place, and just
last week we collected the eight brand new
canoes and had a very fun time unwrapping
them! Perhaps the most exciting thing, however,
is the colour of our boats: a classic Wild Wolf
orange - perfect for spray painting our logo onto.
A huge thanks to everyone that has supported
the project and made this possible. We really look
forward to getting our new boats out on the
water!

#youthled: WARM UP CAMP
Our annual Warm Up Camp provides the chance for some post-exam season
relaxation, as well as a dry run for Summer Camp. However, this year was
slightly different to previous years; with most of the Leaders and Patrol Leaders
off on the T1 County Mountaineering Weekend, it fell to PLs Carina and Esme
to organise and run the camp. Having overcome the true challenge of taking 18
rucksack-laden teenagers on the Tube up to Thriftwood, the rest of the camp

passedPast
without
a hitch! While on camp, we engaged in a mass tie dying
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session to a soundtrack of ABBA and Year 6 disco hits, ending in everyone
having a T-shirt dyed a fabulous combination of colours. On Saturday evening
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we also had our own campﬁre, and took the chance to introduce the newer
Explorers to some classic Wild Wolf songs and sketches. All in all, the weekend
was a great representation of what makes WWESU’s youth-led focus so
special.
If you can't quite believe that a Leader-less camp went that smoothly, read our
blog post to ﬁnd out what exactly happened!

HIKING MASTERS: T1
PERMIT
ASSESSMENTS
At the same time as Warm Up Camp a
few of us older Explorers and some
Leaders went out to Snowdonia to get
our Terrain 1 Hillwalking permits during
the County Mountaineering Weekend.
While the other Explorers were getting
ready for summer camp, we were
getting ready to lead all the hikes we
have planned!
The drive there was a long one but we
quickly got to sleep on arrival. The next
day consisted of some fairly intense
assessment but we all got on with it
and had a lot of fun. That evening we
took part in a variety of essential
activities: doing a jigsaw puzzle,
enjoying a classic WWESU
cheeseboard, and an assessed night
hike. Overall the weekend was a great
experience and we all passed
successfully. More permit holders
means we can do more adventurous
activities, which is always a good thing!
To read more about how we were put
through our paces, check out our blog
post.
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TRIALS ON THE
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THAMES
As a Unit, we like doing things a bit
differently. So while many other
people will be off hiking their Duke of
Edinburgh expeditions, we'll be
canoeing them. As a result, all our
DofE teams spent a weekend in July
doing their practice expeditions on
the River Thames. Speeding through
locks and trying to ignore the
persistent drizzling rain, they made
good progress and successfully
completed their expeditions. We also
had a mismatch of three Explorers
(who've already completed their
Gold), two Leaders, and one Gold
DofE Explorer, doing training for the
BCU 3* Open Canoe qualiﬁcation.
They made great progress over the
weekend, and weren't afraid of
getting wet in the process!

WWESU'S 8TH FAMILY & FRIENDS BBQ
Last week we held our annual Family & Friends barbecue to mark the end of a
great academic year, and the beginning of an amazing summer. Having
stocked up on 200 burgers and plenty of essential halloumi, we ﬁred up the
barbecue and turned on our sound system: the party had begun! We also took
the opportunity to present Leah and Thomas with their Queen's Scout Awards an incredible achievement. Perhaps the most exciting part of the whole
evening, however, was the arrival of our long-awaited canoes. With much
ceremony, we unwrapped each canoe to cries of 'They're so shiny!' and

'They'rePast
so orange!'.
The culmination of months of hard work and fundraising, Translate
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this was the perfect way to end the year. A big thanks to everyone that came to
our barbecue, and we hope you enjoyed it as much as we did!
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We might be nearing the end of the year, but we've still got plenty to look forward to!
In just four days we'll be piling into the minibus for the long drive to Scotland. We've
also got lots of Explorers on track to complete their canoeing DofEs later in the
summer, and two teams in preparation for exciting Explorer Belt expeditions in
Germany. To stay up-to-date on how all our adventures are progressing, check out
our Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
Planning has also begun for our annual community ﬁreworks display! This year it's
going to be on 4th November 2017, and it's shaping up to be bigger and better than
ever before, so make sure to save the date. For the ﬁrst time, we'll also be
introducing an online booking system - more details to follow in our next newsletter.
We hope you all have a great summer, and keep an eye out for our next issue to ﬁnd
out how our many trips have got on!
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